HOME AND SOCIETY.
The Junior Century Club.
T H I S young n a m e s a k e of a noted literary club is the
protege of the Rev. D r . H e n r y C. Potter, of Grace
Church. I n effect, it consists of two clubs, one for
men and one for women, the membership of both
together b e i n g limited to one hundred, because the
rooms will not accommodate more. T h e object of
the Junior Century is " to provide means and opportunities for reading, social intercourse and recreation, for a limited n u m b e r of those, who, b y their
residence and occupations in N e w York, are separated
from their homes and families, and are living in
boarding-houses and l o d g i n g s . " T h u s , it aims to reach
what the founder calls " the neglected class " in N e w
York, " for the rich," h e says, " have everything,
and the poor have working-men's clubs and workingwomen's classes (there are three or four of these in
Grace P a r i s h ) ; but there is nothing for young women
who are studying art and telegraphy, etc., or for medical
and law students, except costly clubs out of their
r e a c h . " T h e s e are the people whose home life is limited
to a hall bed-room twelve by six or eight, and the conversation of a boarding-house tea-table. T h o s e w h o m
the club is intended to benefit include, also, women who
teach, and m e n clerks, who are compelled to live in
the cheaper boarding-houses. N o religious tests are
applied or the slightest religious pressure, but of course
'applicants for membership are required to give references as to good moral character, and to indicate their
residence and occupation. Neither are the m e m b e r s
made to feel that they are in any way objects of
charity. T h e y elect their own officers and committees,
and pay dues amounting to two dollars and a half a
year, or twenty-five cents a mouth.
Grace H o u s e , which contains the church offices and
is also the h o m e of t h e J u n i o r Century, was erected
two years ago, the cost being b o r n e by Miss Catherine
Wolfe. I t stands between the chancel walls of Grace
Church (which fronts the commanding angle of Broadway, where at T e n t h street the great thoroughfare
bends slightly and sets its course due north) and the
rectory, thereby adding the finishing link to the most

picturesque and attractive church establishment in t h e
metropolis. T h e men's club, n u m b e r i n g fifty-two,,
occupies the parlor on the first floor, in connection
with a room devoted to chess, backgammon, and
draughts. I n the second story is the double parlor of
the women's club, n u m b e r i n g forty-eight members,,
who also have a chess-room and a toilet and bathroom. Both parlors are carpeted and handsomely
furnished, and each division of the club is provided
with the best American and English weeklies and
magazines, and a growing library already n u m b e r i n g
several h u n d r e d volumes of miscellaneous books.
T h e club-rooms are open from three to six in the afternoon, and from seven to ten in the evening. E v e r y
Monday evening there
is an informal meeting of all the m e m b e r s
in the w o m e n ' s parlor. General conversation, discussions of
topics suggested b y
the Literary Committee, and music, fill
the evening. Once a
month the reunion
takes the form of a
reception, each memiber being allowed to
bring a friend, and the
entertainment consisting of readings, r e d - ,
tations, and music,
usually b y elocutionists and musicians
of public reputation.
T h o u g h less than a
year old, the J u n i o r
Century is already an
assured success, and
is worthy of b e i n g imitated in N e w Y o r k
and other large cities..
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Grace Church L a w n .
I N view of the evident lack of interest intlie ornamentation of church grounds, it m a y be profitable to consider briefly what I think is a good example of a city
c h u r c h - l a w n — t h a t of Grace Church. Grace H o u s e and
the Rectory form together an irregular background to
a lawn some sixty feet deep by one h u n d r e d feet long.
A l t h o u g h this spot is unusually large for city grounds,
and therefore m o r e airy and suitable for planting, it
has two great drawbacks. Reflected heat from high
brick and stone walls, and the exclusion of all b u t
westerly winds, make it parchinglyhot at certain times
during the summer. T h e soil in Grace Church yard
was so poor, it was found necessary to replace one
h u n d r e d loads of it with fresh yellow loam from
the country. All the g r o u n d was trenched or turned
over to the depth of eighteen inches with the spade,
before the grading was undertaken. This deep
culture is of prime importance in the construction
of any good lawn, for only in this way can a permanently rich sod be obtained capable of enduring
drought.
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diversified with capes and points of foliage jutting out
in the center of the greensward. By the Rectory, in
front of a window, grows a tall and very fine specimen
of box-tree about ten feet high. This box-tree is made
the key-note of an effect, composed of broad-leaved
evergreen foliage plants, that are massed on either
side of it and of the Rectory porch. T h e r e are to be
found h e r e specimen plants of rhododendron (R.
maximum and R. Catawbiense), the former blooming
much later than the latter. Smaller rhododendrons,
azaleas, and euonymuses, cluster about the base of the
group, and appear again on either side of adjacent paths.
About midway of the grass-plot, on the border of the
main walk, stands, a n d must have stood at least for a
score of years, a grand specimen of the Chinese magnolia (Soulangeana).
Although the lateness of the season at the time of the planting required that only evergreens should be used, it is the intention another year to
add bright touches of gold and red, b y the employment
of suitable deciduous trees and shrubs, such as the
Japanese maple and p u r p l e beech. It is also expected
to introduce the p y r a m i d a l birch m o r e freely than at
present, as a means of brightening at a higher level
the somewhat somber effect of the evergreens. A line
of lower growth of bulbs, lilies, crocuses, andhyacinths,
with herbaceous plants, as well as honeysuckle and

I n grading, the aim was to secure a purely natural
appearance, by making gentle knolls and undulations
instead of abrupt angles and dead levels. T h e disJ a p a n ivy, will b e
position of these undulations was so managed that a
slight depression winds diagonally across the paths,
V//^/^jU/yz/^//^//^y(////
used to comple^te
commencing at the extreme north-west, and end/x/xo^H'»eiszz»E>VMXB^///
^^ landscape picture.
T h e evering at the extreme south-east corner of the lawn.
greens
employed
D o w n the south side winds another less marked depression. N o part is left exactly level. I t is also, in
some sort, a shallow basin of turf crowned or fringed
with trees a n d shrubs. T h e grading once done, old,
well-rotted manure was d u g into the ground. Thick
sods about a foot square, taken from rich meadows
where
grass was
abundant and weeds
scarce, were laid over
the entire surface,
with the edges joined
neatly, the whole bei n g r a m m e d so firmly
that scarcely a joint
was visible a week
afterward.
F o r the purpose
of securing the best
effect of foliage both
summer a n d winter,
it was decided to
employ
evergreen
plants for the most
part. I t was thought,
also, that evergreens
composed
better
with the architectural lines of the
church buildings. I n
a general way, the
system of planting
was simple, consisting of a fringe about
the outskirts of the
GRACE CHURCH LAWN FRONTING BROADWAY.
yard. T h e
entire
b o r d e r is, however,
B. Bedding plants. E. Conifers. R. Rhododendrons. M. Chiiiese magnolia. T. Box-tree.
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a r e chiefly waving and fern-like in appearance, con- into six parts, one for each month. First of all small
sisting largely of Japanese cypresses, with a sprink- bundles of sticks are put into the untrained hands,
ling of arbor vitses,— pyramidal arbor vitEes espe- and the little one is taught how to build a fire, and to
cially,— and weeping and dwarf silver firs. Japanese use matches, charcoal, and coal. These things must,
cypresses have been selected because experience has of course, be taught in an orderly way, and to a numshown that they are extremely hardy and well suited ber of children at o n c e ; and this is effected by timing
to the conditions of city planting. T h e diversity of form each action to music, as is done in the Kindergarten
and color, too, a m o n g m a n y single specimens of the system. Other games are added, dear to the heart of
different varieties of these Japanese evergreens is very every little girl, such as scrubbing, ironing and folding
wonderful. T h e y are golden and green, and blue or clothes, tending the door, etc., etc.
T h e second m o n t h brings more interesting work.
bluish gray in color, and feathery and grotesque in
form, as the case may b e . T o form the p r o p e r second T h e children are ranged around a table, on which is
line of evergreens in front of the larger kinds (to which placed, in front of each, a small toy table with cups
the eye is thus led by agreeable and inabrupt transi- and saucers, plates, knives, forks, dishes, napkins,
tions), there w e r e used, dwarf arbor vitaes, Japanese and all the paraphernalia of a well-ordered breakfastcypresses, and the lovely Japanese thinopsis
Standishii. table. Each child is taught the name of every article,
A far greater variety of evergreens might have been how to lay the cloth, and to set the table. Afterward
employed, but it was thought that other kinds would she is made to clear away the things, wash the
not harmonize so agreeably, nor endure so well the dishes, and put them away, and to polish the glass
and silver, all the while singing little jingles that imu r b a n s u m m e r s and winters.
Samuel Parsons, Jr.
press the idea of thoroughness and order upon their
minds. T h i s is as m u c h of a game to the children
Servants and Household Economy.*
as are the Kindergarten games, with the added signifT H E servant question is becoming one of the most icance that they are like the occupations of the older
puzzling practical problems of the day, for the lib- people a r o u n d them, which every little girl takes eserty and equality idea has converted a large propor- pecial delight in.
I n the same way the children are taught in the suction of our lower classes into would-be ladies and
gentlemen, who put up with domestic servitude as a ceeding m o n t h s h o w to wait on the table, how to do
repugnant chrysalis state, preliminary to the winged laundry and chamber work, including sweeping, and
bliss of perpetual idleness. A servant who is willing dusting, and polishing furniture, and other lessons,
to b e called a servant, who looks forward to servi- concluding with the making of " m u d pies," which
tude as a life-work, is almost unheard-of nowadays. is dignified by the name of molding. F o r this
Any h o n e s t eifort to correct this a b s u r d assumption, last game they are provided with pans and moldingso common in our lower classes, to teach t h e m the boards and rolling-pins. Besides the pleasure that
t r u e dignity of work, and to train them in habits of comes in the learning, the children have supplied to
industry, and cleanliness, and intelligent labor, should them a direct motive for well-doing. A good situation
is promised to them at twelve years of age if they have
m e e t with the fullest sympathy.
N o movement of the present day, in the way of edu- learned their lessons well.
I t is easy to see that this training is equally valuable
cation, promises m o r e than that inaugurated by Miss
Emily H u n t i n g t o n , five years ago. T h e experiment to women who are to become wives and mothers, and
first tried in 1877 has grown into a complete system, have their own w o r k to do, and that it may be of the
under the care of " T h e Kitchen Garden Association." greatest value, as well, to those who shall have estabT h e primary idea of the association is the establish- lishments of their own with servants to control. N o
ment of schools and classes on the principle of the woman can direct her household so well as one who
Kindergarten, where all the games shall b e turned to knows all the details of the w o r k to be performed
practical account. T h e children originally taken were under her orders. F o r this reason classes of children
entirely of the poorest classes; the little waifs and in the higher walks of life have been formed, a n d are
strays of humanity who crowd the door-steps and fully and delightedly attended.
T h e association was formed in 1880. At the end of
alley-ways of the most squalid streets were gathered
in and taught in the most delightful way how to do a year, in May, 1881, a printed report was issued,
all the w o r k of a house. T h e method is the natural from which it appears that nine h u n d r e d and ninety
way a judicious mother would choose to teach her children were instructed in N e w Y o r k alone. Classes
o w n little children at home, only organized and had already been estabhshed in Philadelphia, Boston,
adapted to the poor little creatures who have no Brooklyn, St. Louis, and Cincinnati, as well as in the
colored institute at H a m p t o n , Virginia. E n g l a n d is
homes, or worse than none.
Imagine a wretched little girl whose only experi- w a k i n g up to the importance of the movement, and the
ence of life had been of hunger, and dirt, and cold,—of idea has even been carried to Bombay b y a converted
h a r d blows and harder words,—suddenly turned into Brahmin, who hopes to help his countrywomen by
a school-room, clean, and warm, and bright, with introducing among them a modified system adapted
birds and flowers. She doesn't have to learn her les- to their peculiar needs.
T h e w o r k of the Kitchen Garden Association for
sons out of books, with the meaningless reiteration
of A, B, C ; but from the very first the letters of her 1881-2 has been supplemented b y the preparation of
alphabet are delightful toys. T h e course is divided a manual of household economy, which it is hoped
will be introduced into b o t h public and private schools.
* Household Economy. A manual for use in schools, published under the direction of the Kitchen Garden Association, I n this book a large amount of valuable information
Ivison, Blakemau, Taylor & Co. New York and Chicago.
in regard to all matters pertaining to the household
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is condensed and classified ; each division being supplied with questions to aid the teacher.
This manual was submitted in manuscript to the
Bureau of Education at Washington, as well as to
many prominent educators elsewhere, with reference
to its introduction into public and private schools, and
received the hearty approval of them all. A very
favorable report was issued by the Commissioners of
Education in 1878.
S. B. H.
Jenny Lind's Courtship.
" I AM a Quaker, as you know," a Philadelphian
recently said to me, " and it is reported that, shortly
before Jenny Lind's visit to our city, an aged lady
arose in one of our meetings and said she had
heard that' Jane Lyon, a very wicked woman, was on
her way to this country to sing,' and she hoped that
none of the young people would be drawn away to
hear her. Nevertheless, an uncle took me and my
brother to the Saturday matinee. We had seats in the
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balcony and so near the stage that we could in a
way see behind the scenes. Early in the entertainment Jenny Lind sang, ' Home, Sweet Home,' and
the audience was beside itself. Among the members of her company was her future husband. Otto
Goldschmidt. He was to the audience simply an unknown pianist, and to be obliged to listen to anything
but the voice of Jenny Lind was provoking. Well,
the man played, and from where we sat we could see
Jenny Lind behind the curtain listening most intently.
When he had finished, the audience seemed in nowise
disposed to applaud; but Jenny Lind began to clap
her hands vigorously, observing which, we boys reenforced her, and, observing her face light up — I can
see the love-light on it yet — we clapped furiously until
the applause spread through the audience. When he
hadfiinishedplaying a second time, my brother and I set
the ball in motion, and the applause was great enough
to satisfy even the fiancee of Otto Goldschmidt."
M. W. F.
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shop Conveniences.
A NUMBER of inventions have been recently
brought out that are designed to save labor in shops
and retail stores. The aim has been to find some mean s
of conveying small parcels and packages from one part
of the store or building to another without the aid of
" cash " or elevator boys. The first of these examined
was an elevator in an open well extending from the
basement to the top of the building. At opposite
corners of the well are wrought iron guides for
the elevator platform or car. This car consists of
a simple box, open on all sides and supported by a
single wire rope. This rope, after passing over a
wheel at the top of the well, returns to the basement where it is wound round a steel drum. This
winding drum is controlled by gearing from a simple belt-shifting device, the power being delivered
by means of a belt from the engine in the building.
Connected with tlie winding drum is a brake for
controlling the elevator and keeping the platform
firmly suspended at any desired point. It is not
intended to carry anything more than light freight.
The usual chain or wire rope used to control the
movement of elevators is replaced by a steel rod
extending the whole length of the well. At every
floor an arm is pivoted to this rod so that, by moving
any one of the arms, the rod can be moved up or
down sufficiently to control the winding drum. At
every floor there is also a horizontal arm or lever
having a gear at the end in the form of a segment
of a circle. This gear is fitted to gears on the rod.
By this arrangement the rod can be turned on its axis
from every floor. Just above each floor there is
placed on the rod a " dog " or stop. By turning the
handle on any floor the rod can be rotated till one
of these stops projects outward into the well. To
understand the operation of this novel form of elevator, we may suppose the car is at the first floor
and is filled with goods intended for the fifth floor.

The attendant moves the horizontal handle over a
graduated scale until the figure five is reached. In this
position, all the stops on the rod are turned away,
except the stop at the fifth floor. The starting handle
is then moved, and the car ascends with its load. It
passes clear of all the stops until the fifth is reached,
when the car catches in the stop and by its upward
movement lifts the rod. This movement shifts the
belts and puts on the brake, and the car stops. At
the same time an alarm is sounded to give warning
that the car has arrived. Perhaps the next trip is
down to the second floor. The lever is moved over
the scale to the figure 2, and the starting lever is
moved. The movement of the rod releases the brake
and shifts the belts below at the same time. The
car descends and is stopped as before. The elevator
has already been put in a number of shoe-shops and
other light factories.
In large retail stores where a great variety of goods
are sold in one building, it has been found necessary
to employ children to carry the money to the cashier
and to take the goods to the packing and delivery
departments. To get rid of the expense and inconvenience of having so many " cash " boys and girls in
such stores, a number of inventions have been
brought out, designed to act as substitutes. The
most simple of these is a light iron rail suspended
from the ceiling of the store over the counters. On
this rail run small two-wheel cars, each intended to
carry a receptacle for money or parcels, or both. The
salesman, on receiving the money for the goods, puts
it in a car on the rail overhead, and it rolls by
gravity down the rail to the cashier's desk. Here
the car is taken off and the change is made and put
in it, and the car is placed upon another rail and
returned to the salesman. When there are a number
of salesmen on one line of rails there must be some
means of stopping each car on the return track at
the right salesman or "station." To accomplish this
there is at each station a graduated stop so arranged
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that it allows all the cars intended for stations beyond
to pass, and stops the one intended for that place.
How this may be accomplished will be made plain in
describing other kinds of cash carriers. This system,
it will be seen, is simply an adaptation of the common
wire rope transport system often used in handling
coals and minerals in mines and yards. In the system examined there seemed to be no provision for guiding the cars from one track to another or to branch
tracks, a boy being employed in every case to lift the
cars off one line and transfer them to another.
The familiar pneumatic dispatch tube system has
already been used in one store in this country for
conveying the money from the various departments
to the cashier's desk. Two brass tubes are arranged
overhead from each counter to the cashier. Each
is connected, by means of another pipe system, with
the, blowers or exhaust fans. By means of suitable
power a strong blast is drawn through all the pipes,
and the money inclosed in small cylinders is blown
through them. The system examined did not appear
to differ from the ordinary pneumatic tubes and,
while it is much more rapid than the system just described, it did not offer any special advantages. The
stations were too far apart, and the multiplicity of pipes
unsightly and inconvenient. For long distances and
where light goods are to be moved from one building
to another, the pneumatic system has one advantage
over any railway depending upon gravity for a motive
power, as the tubes can be carried under streets or
over flie roofs and through narrow passages where
a railway would be impracticable.
Perhaps the most complete and convenient system
of carrying cash from one part of a store to another
is a new one based on the simple form of tram-way
used in bowling alleys to return the balls to the
players. The carrier consists of a hollow wooden
ball cut in halves and provided with a simple device
for locking the two parts together. Inside each half
is a coiled spring supporting a metallic disk. The
cash is put in one half of the carrier and the two
parts are locked together, the money being firmly
held between the two springs so that it cannot rattle
or move about as the carrier travels on its track.
There are, in this system, two tracks suspended from
the ceiling directly over the counters in the store.
In the examples seen, these tracks were in some
instances placed one over the other, or side by side as
the case required. They passed by easy curves from
one part of the store to another and had a number of
branches or switches, and even extended by means of
elevators from one floor to another. To understand
the working of the system it must be noticed that the
outward track, from the counters to the cashier's desk,
was, as far as possible, arranged in a single line.
At intervals along the counters are small elevators.
These consist of two metal rods hanging down from
the ceiling and serving as guides for a car that may be
raised by pulling a cord. The salesman, on receiving
the cash, puts it in one of the hollow balls designed
and numbered for that station, and places the ball
in the elevator. The bottom of the elevator is inclined,
and the ball would roll out were it not for a latch that
bars the lower side of the elevator. On pulling the
cord the ear is raised till it meets the track overhead.
Here the latch is automatically opened and the ball
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drops out upon an inclined plane. It rolls down
this plane to the track, and starts upon its journey.
This plane is pivoted, and when at rest is horizontal
and does not touch the track. When the ball falls
upon it the weight throws it down and it assumes an
inclined position and gives the ball an impetus at
the start. At the same time, other balls moving
on the track from stations above pass under the plane
without hindrance. When the carrier reaches the
cashier it is taken off, and the change is rnade and
returned to the ball. The inward and outward tracks
are in convenient reach of the desk, and the cashier
has only to transfer them from one track to another.
On the inward track all the carriers are going to one
place. On the outward track there may be, say, eight
carriers going to eight different stations. To send
each carrier to its own place the balls are of different
sizes, the largest ball intended for the first station,
the smallest for the last. At each station is a switch
in the track, a portion of the track being pivoted
so that it will open and allow the ball to drop into
a basket suspended under the rails. Each of these
switches is locked, and cannot be opened except by
the passage of the ball intended for that station.
Over the track at each station is a stop or guard,
each being of a different height above the rails.
When the largest ball intended for the first station
meets the guard it strikes it, and this blow releases
the lock on the switch. The ball enters the switch
and forces it open by its weight and drops into the
basket below. All the balls for stations beyond pass
under this guard, and, as the switch remains closed,
they pass over it to their destination. In the same
manner the switches for guiding the balls upon
branch lines are controlled by the balls : all the balls
of a certain size opening the switches and taking
branches, while all the smaller balls pass under the
guard and keep on the main line. For transferring
the balls from one floor to another, the elevators are
used to lift them to the upper track system while
they are allowed to drop through pipes to the tracks
below. This system has already been introduced into
a large number of retail stores.
Closely allied to this invention is another, intended
to be used on horse-cars as a substitute for a conductor. An inclined plane is placed at the side
of the car, down which the coins paid for fares roll
into the cash-box. The plane is protected by glass
to keep the coins on edge and to serve as guides.
Openings are arranged at intervals into which the
fare may be dropped. The motion of the car assists
in rolling the coins along the track.
To transport light goods from one part of a store
to another is far more difficult than to merely send
money. A new apparatus, recently made the object
of experiment, seeks to accomplish this by means
of an endless belt driven by steam or other power.
The belt is intended to be placed over the counter
or under it, as may be most convenient. In the store
inspected it is placed above the counter and behind
the goods hung up for display. The belt is made
to travel in one direction at all times, and is kept within
wooden guides that also serve for ways or tracks
on which light boxes or carriers may slide. At
intervals on the belt are brass stops pivoted in such
a way that in passing on either the upper or lower
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side of the belt, and in passing r o u n d the wheels that
move the belt they always maintain an upright position.
On m a k i n g a sale and receiving the money the salesman puts the cash and the goods in the carrier, and
then places it on the upper track. T h e belt passes
under it until one of the stops approaches, strikes
the carrier, and pushes it along the ways toward the
cashier's desk. At the side of the carrier is a piece
of stout wire forming a projection or handle. This
is fitted to each car in a different position. On reaching the end of the line this projection strikes an arm
or stop beside the track, and the carrier is tipped over
and falls off the line into a basket. After the change
is ready and the goods packed, they are put in the
carrier, and it is placed on the other track to be
returned to its proper station. At each station the
stop is placed in a different position. All the carriers
intended for stations beyond pass without detention,
and the car intended for that place is t u r n e d aside
and thrown off into a basket beside the track. I n this
system the belt is moving continually and the outgoing carriers a r e placed on t h e track at any place
desired. N o elevators are required to lift the carriers
to the track, and the tracks may be level. On the
other hand, the track must be straight and there is no
provision for t u r n i n g a corner or for branch lines.
T h e apparatus examined worked well and was r e ported to require only a moderate amount of power.
Improved Damper Regulator.
I N the m a n a g e m e n t of stationary boilers, whether
they are designed for heating or power, it is important to regulate tlie draft of the fire so as to k e e p the
heat and p r e s s u r e constant. Various contrivances for
m a k i n g the steam p r e s s u r e regulate the draft have
already been tried with m o r e or less success. A m o n g
the most recent of these is a steam damper regulator
that appeared on inspection in actual operation to
work with an unusual degree of precision. T h e apparatus consists essentially of a steam cylinder and
piston that controls the damper in the chimney and
is itself controlled by a safety valve. T h e regulator
is designed to b e placed on a bracket on the wall
near the boiler, and is connected with it by means
of a steam-pipe. At the bottom of the regulator
is a valve controlled by a lever on which a weight
may be h u n g at any point desired. W h e n the steam
pressure reaches the point where it can move the
valve by raising the lever, it enters the interior of the
cylinder. T h e piston is fixed, b u t the cylinder is
free to rise. T h e upward movement of the cylinder
allows a cord fixed to the top to rise, this cord
controUing the damper in the chimney. A weight
is fixed to the handle of the damper and so arranged
that as soon as the cord is released the damper is
closed. T h e fire at once slackens and the steam
p r e s s u r e falls below the point where the lever is
fixed. T h e valve then closes and the steam in the
cylinder condenses, and the weight of the cylinder
causes it to fall, and this in t u r n opens the damper
again. While the details of the operation appear
complicated, the apparatus is really quite simple.
Those examined appeared to be in constant motion,
and to be susceptible to very slight changes in the
pressure. T h e regulator, by means of the weighted
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lever, can be adjusted to any required pressure according to the demand for steam.
Ne^v Steam P u m p ,
I N a new steam p u m p recently designed the aim has
been to simplify the valve-movement. T h e movement
of the piston in the steam-cylinder is controlled b y a
slide-valve placed in a smaller cylinder and also
by a small piston that moves freely in the cylinder.
Steam is admitted alternately to the front and back of
this piston b y means of a second and smaller slidevalve that has a vertical motion within a small steamchest. T h e movement of this second slide-valve is
controlled b y means of a plug that rests directly on t h e
piston-rod of the p u m p .
On the piston-rod is a ring-shaped depression, and
the plug, resting on the rod, drops into this as the
rod moves forward and backward. At the beginning
of the stroke it rests on a shoulder at the end of the
rod. As the rod moves the p l u g slips off this shoulder
and moves the slide-valve. T h e piston-rod moves
under the plug till the depression is reached, w h e n the
plug drops into it and again moves the valve. By this
simple arrangement the piston-rod of the p u m p directly
controls the valves independently of any eccentric.
While this idea is said to b e quite new, it has been
applied for some time to both steam and air-driven
rock-drills. In a rock-drill driven b y steam, and
where the secondary slide-valve is fastened to a plug
resting on the piston-rod of the drill, the operation of
the valves seemed to be all that could b e desired. I n
the drills the piston-rod is beveled, and the plug rests
on the inclined or beveled portion, so that it may be
moved whether the stroke is long or short. T h e slidevalve is also controlled b y a helical groove on the
plug, so that b y turning the p l u g roimd b y means of a
lever on the top, the amount of steam admitted b y
the slide-valve may be placed under complete control.
This system of valves has b e e n in u s e in rock-drills
for some years, and appears to b e quite successful.
T h e r e seems to be no reason w h y it may not b e
equally successful when applied to steam-pumps.
Progress in Gas Lighting.
T H E experiments that have been made to improve
the lamps used in b u r n i n g gas have apparently taken
two directions. One may b e called the regenerative
system, and the other the incandescent. T h e regenerative lamps, already described here, are n o w made
with cages or cones of some refractory material like
lime or magnesium wire. T h e air for combustion is
raised to a high pressure, and both gas and air are
heated b y a small gas furnace separate from the lamp.
T h e flame is directed against the cage of wire, and it
is heated till it gives m o r e or less light by incandescence. T h e incandescent lamps depend m o r e on t h e
heated material for light than on the gas itself. A
Bunsen burner is arranged to spread its hot n o n luminous flame over a cage of platinum wire. T h e
air for combustion is not heated, but is supplied to
the lamp under a moderate pressure. W h e n first
lighted this form of lamp gives very little light, with
only a noisy, flickering blue flame. W h e n the platinum
wire becomes white hot, a soft and steady light of
great intensity is obtained.
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